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FOREWORD

The investigation into the economics of blackcurrant production being
pursued by the Department with the aid of a special grant from Beecham Foods
Ltd. is now well into its sixth year. During this period a large amount of
information, both of a qualitative and a quantitative kind,l -has been
collected. These data have been cast in the usual form of enterprise cost
accounts and the results analysed on the orthodox basis which employs a
series of single variable classifications.

One positive conclusion emerged from this analysis. It showed quite
clearly that inter-plantation variations in net margins per acre were highly
correlated with variations in crop yields per acre; but with respect to
variations in total inputs per acre, as measured by total costs per acre,
they displayed no significant relationship. When, however, attempts were
made to identify and measure the factors associated with variations in crop
yields this simple analytical technique proved quite inadequate to the task.
The conclusion drawn from this experience was that a more disciplined and
advanced method of analysis would have to be employed if it was intended to
use these data for anything other than purely descriptive purposes.

In consultation with teaching colleagues in the Department, two students,
Miss Celia Holver and Mr. E. Eastwood, who had completed the first two years
of the honours course in economics and statistics, were employed during the
summer vacation to work, under supervision, on the task of estimating a
production function for blackcurrants. The basic study period was limited
to five weeks after which the results were assembled and this report prepared.

The most important conclusion contained in their report concerns the
scope and value of the information being collected through the blackcurrant
costings investigation. It is suggested that some information which appears
to add little if anything to our knowledge of possible cause and effect
relationships is being repeated year after year, while other potentially
important areas of knowledge, climatological data for example, are left more
or less unexplored. This criticism and possible remedies will be considered
by those concerned with the direction of the blackcurrant costings
investigation as soon as this report is issued and available for discussion.

S. R. Wragg
Provincial Agricultural Economist.



INTRODUCTION

The following are the results of a short project, the main aim of which
was to attempt to discover the chief factors influencing the yield of
blackcurrants per acre. The analysis was essentially basic in nature, being
the first in this field, and as was to be expected, many of the - results
proved to be of a negative nature. Nevertheless we hope that they be
of use to anyone going further with the analysis.

The data on which we based our analysis were supplied by the University
of Bristol's Agricultural Economics Department, showing costs and returns of
blackcurrant producers for the cropping years 1957-1961. These consisted
of a detailed coverage of the main costs of production, e.g. fertilising,
picking, pruning, etc., each of which was again divided into the costs of
the power, labour and materials applied. There were also figures for such
items as cropping age, planting distances, margins, prices, etc. The
sample supplied by data covered approximately one hundred farms in three main
areas of England. Although we feel these areas were rather heterogeneous
with regard to certain factors, we did not attempt to adjust this. The areas
covered were the Midland and Western, Eastern and Southern counties, as set
out in the Survey produced by Mr. J. Rendell (3)

We were most indebted to Mr. Wragg of the Agricultural Economics Department,
and Mr. Hart and Mr. Mills of the Economics Department of the University of
Bristol, for their valuable aid and suggestions during the course of the work.
The Agricultural Research Establishment at Long Ashton gave us much helpful
advice on the controlled experiment aspect of blackcurrant production. Finally
we thank the Imperial Tobacco Company for the use of their electronic digital
computor, Zebra, which provided a valuable check on our calculations.

Celia Haver
E. Eastwood



Assumptions

The main assumption on which this analysis is based stipulates that
the yield of blackcurrants is some function of land, labour and capital.
As from the information at our disposal there appeared to be no satisfactory
means of measuring differences in the land itself it was decided to exclude
land from the list of variables by measuring all inputs and outputs on a
per acre basis. This step involves making the further assumption that with
respect to its ability to produce blackcurrants all the land included in the
survey was homogeneous. The effects of the remaining variables, labour and
capital were analysed first in total and then in more detailed categories
in order to evaluate their importance as determinants of yield.

With the supply of land being held constant it is obvious that all
variable factors will be subject to diminishing returns. It is possible
therefore that many of the inputs analysed were being applied to such an
extent that an increment in yield due to a small increase in the input was
not so great as would have been obtained from the same increase in input
when applied at a lower level of total input.

It was assumed that in addition to the known and measurable factors
there would be other factors contributing to the variation in yield. For
example, blackcurrants are very susceptible to frost damage; they require
a large amount of moisture during the growing season and a short dry spell
at harvest time. Nevertheless, this is an analysis of the actual practices
of growers and it seems very likely that innovations may make possible a
greatly decreased element of risk. Part of the unexplained residual
variation in yield may be due to differences in management and expertise
in dealing with climatic risks.

On the basis of these assumptions the following equation was selected
to describe the relationship between yield and the several factors
influencing yield.

Y = a + b
l 
z
l 
+ b

2 
z
2 +....... + b

n
z
n 
+ U where Y = yield, zA = variable1....411

factors, or inputs, influencing yield, and U = the unexplained residual probably
related to climatic factors and managerial skill.

Although it is likely that a good deal of heterogeneity exists between
the districts into which the data were classified, time did not allow us to
investigate this in any detail. Some of the analyses were limited to one
or two areas only, usually because they were quite clearly not worth pursuing
further. The production function itself is intended to be generally
representative of the blackcurrant producing areas of the country as a whole.

Preliminary Analysis

1.0 Our first task was to consider as many variables as possible and to
investigate the degree and significance of their relationship, if any, with
yield. The results, with a few suggested reasons are set out below.

1.1 Analysis of the correlation between total labour costs (excluding
picking costs which we assumed were dependent on yield) and yield per acre.
We did not discriminate between areas.

Results There was some slight linear correlation, but the scatter was so
large this did not seem to be very significant. We concluded
that at first sight this did not seem to be a very important
variable.

Sum2A-12g. reasons

(1) As labour requirements for blackcurrants are usually only a
small proportion, about 10 of the total labour employed per
holding, idle labour may be sent to work on the blackcurrant
field without any real attention being paid to its cost and
productivity.

1.



(2) There may be some other larger or sum total of smaller influences
on yield. The segregation of labour into its different activities
may show a correlation which does not emerge in this analysis of
the total costs.

For the reason stated in (2) above it was decided to continue the
investigation of labour costs to see if any of its component parts was in
anyway correlated with yield.

1.2 Analysis of the correlation between the labour cost of replacement of
bushes and yield. All areas were considered as the information on this
activity was small.

Results No apparent correlation.

LEE2212LEaaaalla
(1) Some time lag effect.

(2) The proportion of replaced bushes to the total number per acre
was very small, thus not giving any significant change in yield.

Later we discovered that replanting is virtually confined to young
plantations; for as the bushes grow larger and the gaps more extensive it
becomes uneconomic to replace with fresh bushes. Generally it is only the
occasional bush which fails to become established or shows early signs of
reversion which is replaced, and then only for the first two or three years
of the plantation's life.

1.3 Analysis of the correlation between the labour cost of fertiliser input
(total) on yield. Midland counties only, and considering input/output for
one year only.

Result There appeared to be some non-linear relationship which practically
disappeared when the analysis was extended to cover all the areas.

Lapsted reasons

Some difference in area.

An overriding relationship between fertilisers and yield.

Some time lag relationship.

No conscious effort on the part of the farmer to relate these variables.

1.4 Analysis of the correlation between machine labour in cultivations and
yield. Midland and West only.

Result No apparent relationship.

We thought that perhaps we might find something in an analysis of the
cost of handwork labour in cultivations and yield, or perhaps in total
cost of labour in cultivations and yield, but in both cases there did
not appear to be any linear relationship although there was a
suggestion of some non-linear relationship.

Cultivations are undertaken mainly to prevent the crop becoming choked
with weeds, and there are a number of ways of doing this depending on the type
of method adopted by the management in their production of the crop. Horses,
tractors or hand methods may be used or any combination of these, so we wer-e
not surprised by the result. This also suggests a reason for there being no
apparent correlation between the labour cost of weedkiller spraying and yield.
It must be remembered that the yield would only be affected if the farmer did
not cultivate, and as most did, one could not really expect yield to be
correlated to the different costs of this operation.

2.



1.5. Analysis of the correlation between the labour cost of crop protection
spraying and yield. Midland and Western counties only.

Result No apparent correlation.

Suggested reasons

(1) Some farmers lack the machinery to do this job economically.

(2) Labour is not the main cost of this operation.

(3) Different methods of application may have caused the large variation
in costs. For example, when spray materials were applied by lance,
the expenditure on labour was very high compared with the actual
cost of spray materials, whereas normally the cost of materials is
about fifty per cent of the total cost.

1.6 Analysis of the correlation between labour cost of pruning and the yield
in the following year. Midland and Western counties only.

Result There appeared to be some linear relationship here.

1.7 No attempt was made to analyse the labour costs of 'roguing' and yield.

Reasons

(1) The operation is mainly carried out to prevent the disease 'big-bud
mite' from spreading throughout the plantation.

(2) Previous analysis by us had shown that there was no correlation
between yield and plants which had ceased to be productive.

1.8 No attempt was made to analyse the relationship between labour costs of
miscellaneous maintenance and crop yield.

Reasons

By the very nature of its title this cost was the sum total of many
smaller costs which were not of sufficient importance to be placed
in a category of their awn. We could not therefore reasonably
expect to gain anything from such an analysis even if there had
been a suggestion of correlation.

Having completed our analysis of the labour input it was thought that
we should next consider the input of power and machinery as this
figured as the next most important item in the breakdown of total
costs.

1.9 Analysis of total power and machinery costs and yield, excluding power
used for picking, which we assumed was a dependent variable of yield.

Result No apparent correlation.

Loested reasons

Generally the same as those reasons put forward to explain the
lack of correlation between total labour input and yield.

1.10 Analysis of the power and machinery cost of the application of
fertilisers and yield. Midland and Western counties only.

Result No apparent correlation.

2agges:ted reasons 

There may be some correlation between the combination of the labour
and power costs used and yield, but this is doubtful as power seems
to vary directly with yield. The reason is more likely to be that
fertilisers are the determining factors here.

3.



1.11 Analysis of the power cost of cultivations and yield. Midland and
Western counties only.

Result No apparent correlation.

Suggested. reasons

Similar to those put forward to explain the lack of correlation
between the labour cost of cultivations and yield.

1.12 Analysis of the correlation between the power cost of weedkiller
spraying and yield. Midland and Western counties only.

Result There was a suggestion of non-linear relationship but it was very weak.

ggested. reasons

Similar to those put forward to explain the lack of correlation
between the labour cost of weedkiller spraying and yield.

1.13 Analysis of the power cost of crop protection spraying. Midland and

Western counties only.

Result No apparent correlation.

liaaaaltai.,E2aapns.EMP.FM,••

This item was small in relation to the total cost of crop protection

spraying.

No analysis of the power cost of pruning, roguing or bush replacement

was attempted as the amounts spent on these items seemed to be too small to

be worth considering - especially when the results show no correlation between

items which account for a much higher proportion of total costs than do these.

Having found no grounds for relating power to yield, we next considered

the relationships of the material inputs and yield.

1.14 Analysis of total material cost against yield. Midland and Western

counties only.

Result There appeared to be some suggestion of correlation but as the data

was being analysed in total we could not be sure whether this was
general or attributable to one or two subclasses of materials. We

therefore considered the breakdown of materials into separate
categories, noting that its main component was fertilisers.

No analysis of the materials for cultivations and replacement of bushes

was undertaken because there was little information.

1.15 Analysis of the amount of artificial fertiliser applied in 1957/8
against the yield in 1958/9.

Result No apparent correlation.

Suggested. reasons

The effects of fertilisers are probably spread over a period of years.

In any year there is likely to be the effect of the present yearrs
application of fertiliser and residual effects from that applied

earlier.



1.16 Analysis of the amount of artificial fertiliser applied against yield

using the formula; yield in year t aGainst half the fertiliser appliod in year

t plus one quarter of the fertiliser applied in year (t 1), for the years

1957/8 and 1958/9.

Result There still seemed to be little connection between the two although

the scatter diagram did look better than in the previous analysis.

2110.2.2.1.911_112219.na
Maybe a longer and possibly more complex time lag.

1.17 Analysis as in the last case, but adding to the data one-eighth of the

fertiliser applied in the year before the last in the analysis above. As the

data at our disposal only went back as far as 1957/8 we took one-eighth of the

fertiliser applied in this year, adding it to one-quarter of the fertiliser

applied in 1958/59, and half of the fertiliser applied in 19594/60.

Result There seemed to be more correlation than in the last analysis.

1.18 From this stage onward in the analysis of fertilisers we decided to try

all possible combinations for we felt that there must be a relation of some

kind or why would the expenditure be so high on this input? It may have been

that the connection between yield and fertiliser was closer than was shown in
the data for we felt we could expect that the application of fertiliser would

be connected to the state of the soil in any one year. We tried the application

of farm yard manure over a three-year period with no success. We tried

analysing the total of organic and artificial fertiliser over a three-year

period but still there appeared to be very little correlation. This may

however have been because we included labour cost with the materials used.

We felt that it would be safe to presume that the affects of the
application of fertilisers were negligible after three years, and thus we again

tried the correlation between yield and total amount spent on fertilisers

(including labour cost) but this time we calculated the effects of fertiliser

in the cropping year 1960/61 by assuming this was related to half the

fertiliser cost applied in that year plus the average of the fertiliser costs

applied during the two previous years. This result showed a slight relationship

between the two.

We used this same formula to see if there was any relation between the

yield and the total spent on fertiliser materials in the Midland and Western

counties only. We found better correlation here, and therefore went on to

try it for all the areas. The result was that these variables were apparently

linearly correlated.

We used the same formula again for inputs of fertiliser materials and

considered them in relation to the average of the yields for 1959/60 and

1960/61. This was an attempt to get a more general yield, less affected by the

influence of the weather. We found however that the results did not appear to

be any better than when we had considered one year's yield on its own.

We felt it could be possible that there was a connection between the

cropping age of the bush and the yield of the bush, and also between the age

of the bush and the amount of fertiliser used. The results of our analysis

of these questions showed that there was a 'definite connection between the

age of bush and the yield for about the first four or five years of a plant's

life, but after that the age of the bush did not seem to bear any relationship

to the yield. There appeared to be no relationship between the amount of

fertiliser applied and the cropping age of the bush.

Having exhausted the possibilities of connections between fertiliser and

yield we continued with our analysis of other material costs.

1.19 Analysis of the material cost of weedkiller spraying and yield for the

Midland and Western counties only, excluding contract spraying.

5



Result No apparent correlation.

EamulitLalaaaa

(1) Different costs may merely signify the use of different matertials
but not necessarily those which are better or worse in their effects.

(2) Different types of weed in different areas may need more or less
costly materials to get rid of them.

( 3 ) Similar reasons as put forward to explain the lack of correlation
between the labour cost of weedkiller spraying and yield.

1.20 Analysis of the material cost of crop protection spraying. Midland
and Western counties only.

Result There appeared to be some linear correlation here although it was
only slight, the variance being large. It was however, much better
than we have found in other parts of our analysis.

1.21 We did not analyse the material input any further than this as the
information supplied to us was small.

It occurred to us that some of the inputs represented by the various
operations carried out by growers of blackcurrants might be such that they
only worked together and not individually as we have so far assumed. We
therefore attempted to analyse the effects of the total costs of each
operation performed on the blackcurrants.

We did not analyse the total cost of the replacement of bushes due to
it being so small while the total cost of fertilisers had been investigated
before.

1.22 Analysis of the total cost of cultivations against yield. Midland
and Western counties only.

Result No apparent linear relationship.

Suggested reasons

Similar to those put forward to explain the absence of any correlation
between the components of total costs of cultivations and yield.

1.23 Analysis of the total cost of weedkiller spraying and yield. Midland
and Western counties only.

Result A suggestion of some non-linear relationship.

1.24 Analysis of the total cost of crop protection spraying and yield.
Midland and Western counties only.

Result Some apparent linear correlation but this may be due to the
correlation found in the material cost of crop protection spraying.

1.25 Analysis of the total cost of pruning in 1959/60 and yield in 1960/61.
Midland and Western counties only.

Result Some apparent linear correlation.

lin analysis of the total cost of roguing and yield was not undertaken.
for reasons mentioned earlier.

1.26 Analysis of the correlation between total costs and yield excluding
picking and overheads for the Midland and Western counties only.

Result No apparent correlation.

6.



1.27 Analysis of density of bushes per acre. We did not analyse by raw
width or planting distance but by the number of bushes per acre as we felt
that this could give us a more accurate and complete picture of any relationship
between the density of bushes and the yield per acre.

Result There was no relationship at all.

Suggested reasons

This was probably because the more closely together the bushes are
grown the smaller in size is each bush, thus tending to lead to a
constant potential crop output.

1.28 We also considered the effect of irrigation. Not many growers used
irrigation and the results from the plantations where this technique was
employed did not reveal any apparent correlation. The use of mulches gives
the same effect as irrigation, and we therefore combined this with the
irrigation data. The results seemed to show that there was some relation
between this composite input and yield but the number of observations was too
small for us to come to any reliable conclusions.

Selected Variables

2.0 The preliminary analysis of all the information on input costs as supplied
in the broadsheets was now completed. Our next task was to eliminate all
those variables which showed no linear correlation. We also eliminated all
correlations which may have been caused by the presence of some other variable
which we had already accepted. Our final short list consisted of five
variables.

(1) Total labour cost excluding picking. Although this on its own aid
not show much correlation its presence often turned up in other
correlations which appeared to be good. In order to keep dawn our
number of variables and to avoid duplication we decided to include
it in our further analysis.

(2) Material cost of crop protection spraying.

(3) Total pruning costs in the previous year.

Fertiliser cost (using the formula of half the current year's
fertiliser plus the average of the fertiliser used in the two
previous years).

(5) Age of plantation.

2.1 An analysis of the relationship between yields and the age of plantations
had shown that there is a linear relationship between the two during the first
four or five cropping years, but after that the age of the bush has no effect
upon the yield. We could not, however, devise a method whereby we could
include the age of plantations directly into our analysis so we therefore
decided to split the sample into two sub-groups, namely plantations above and
below four cropping years.'

2.2 Analysis of total labour costs and yield, for all counties and
plantations under four years old.

Result Very slight correlation which was not expected.

2.3 The same analysis but for plantations over four years old.

Result Only slight correlation which was not expected.



2.4 Analysis of the material cost of crop protection spraying and yield (2)
for plantations of four cropping years and under. All areas considered.

Result The degree of correlation as found when all ages were considered.

2.5 Analysis as above but for plantations over four cropping years old.

Result No apparent correlation.

It would appear that this operation is more important than in the .
early years of a crops life, if one can confidently state that the
result was not brought about merely by the age. This same
reasoning can be applied to all of this sub-group analyses.

2.6 Analysis of (3) the yield and total lagged fertiliser materials used in
the first four cropping years. All areas considered.

Result Very close correlation.

2.7. Analysis similar to the above but for plantations over four cropping
years old.

Result Not quite such good correlation as shown by the previous analysis.

2.8 Analysis of the total cost of pruning and yield (4) over the first
four cropping years. All areas considered.

Result Similar correlation to that for all ages.

2.9 Analysis as above but plantations over four cropping years.

Result Not such good correlation as for all ages.

2.10 We have now split the sample of plantations into two sub-groups, those
over and those under four cropping years old. The first four years appear
to be the most important and we will therefore confine the rest of the
analysis to them.

u 1Lple eoAna1is

3.0 The four selected variables are designated as follows:

z
1 
= labour cost

z
2 
= material costs of crop protection spraying

= pruning costsz
3

= fertiliser costs

The next task was to show that there was no correlation between any
pair of these four variables, E (z., z.) = 0 for i/j, i.e. that they were

1 J

truly independent, in order to satisfy the assumptions of the final analysis.

Analysis of the correlation between zi and z2.

Result Slight correlation but not enough to affect the assumptions of the
next stage.

Analysis of the correlation between zi and z3.

Result Slight correlation but not enough to affect the assumptions of the
next stage.

a.



Analysis of the correlation between zi and z4..

Result Slight correlation but not enough to affect the assumptions of the
next stage.

Analysis of the correlation between z2 and z3.

Result No correlation.

Analysis of the correlation between z2 and z1.4..

Result Slight correlation but not enough to affect the assumptions of the
next stage.

Analysis of the correlation between z
3 

and z
4.

Result Slight correlation but not enough to affect the assumptions of the
next stage.

3.1 Having found no linear dependence between the independent variables we
began our final stage of the analysis which was to calculate the multiple
correlation coefficient and also the coefficients of each of the four
variables in our production function. The technique we used is the Doolittle
method which is described in Klein's 'Econometrics'. (2)

The first computational step was to calculate the moments of the
variables being analysed. Later steps enable one to form a production
function of the form

Y = a 4- E b.
3. 
z. u
3.

i =

Where Y is yield, a the constant term, bi the partial coefficients of

regression for each of the variables, zi any of the four variables and the

error term.

We calculate the sums of the squares and the sums of the products as
shown in Tables 2 and a from the information in Table 1. The relevant
moments were then found by use of the following equations:

E (yt 37..)2 2 -2
YY t= 1 t = 1 Yt TY

m E
yz.

=
5rt Y) (z.'it

T

t Ytzit

.0.111111

T T
in = E ( - z. ) (z - -z . ) . E z. z. - Tz.z.
1J
z.z. zit a. jt 3 it jt 13t = 1 t = 1

where T is the total number of observations.

We then inverted. M by using M M
-1 

= 1 where M is the matrix ofzz zz zz zz
the moments and after performing a number of elementary operations involved
in the Doolittle method and shown in Table 4, we used the fact that

1.0b4. = entry in column 5 row (12)

1.0b
3 

Ff) = entry in column 5 row (10)

and so on, to estimate the regression coefficients.

9.



3.2 Then using the following evations

l.0m13 Fml24- - entry in column 6 row (10)

1.0m12 + Cm13 + Em14. = entry in column 6 row (8)

1.0m1 + 
2 
+ Bm

13 
4- Dm14 = entry in column 6 row (6)

we obtained the elements of the inverse moment matrix. Using the formula in
the Appendix we were able to calculate the correlation coefficient R,and S2
the sampling variances of the regression coefficients R and S are statistics
which have been gorrected as indicated for the degrees of freedom used in
calculating the bits. The standard errors of the estimated coefficients of

regression are denoted by the symbol S.

The crude coefficient of multiple correlation was

R = .42745

3.3 As there was a good relationship between cropping age of plantations and
yield and this variable was not included in the multiple regression analysis
due to assumed interdependence we decided to measure the regression
coefficient of yield against cropping age in an attempt to get some suggestion
of the percentage of the yield which was accounted for by age. We split the
sample into two groups according to cropping age) in order to get a better
coefficient for the first four years. On this basis we obtained a correlation
coefficient of

r
2 
= .2265

but we did not go on to compare this with our other results.

3.4 The corrected multiple correlation coefficient was

-2
R = .36

This suggests that the four variables considered accounted for 36% of the
variations in yield. The variances of the partial regression coefficients were
calculated and tests showed that the regression coefficients for pruning and
material costs of crop protection spraying were not statistically greater
than zero) i.e. these two variables were not significant. We therefore
repeated the matrix computation excluding these non-'significant variables and
again obtained a corrected multiple correlation coefficient of R = .36.
Thus showing how insignificant the two variables were.

The constant term in the estimated production function for the first
four variables was not statistically significant either) but when the
insignificant variables were omitted) the constant term became statistically
significant with a value of .3758.

3.5 We were now able to construct a production function for the first four
cropping years of blackcurrant production as follows.

= .3758 .0276424. .01892z1

(0.01077) (0.00962)

where Y = Yield per acre

z44. = Fertiliser cost per acre

z
1 
= Labour cost per acre

10.



3.6 In our discussions with members of the Long ilshton Lgricultural and
Horticultural Research Station Staff, the view was put to us that a
correlation coefficient of .6 was fairly good in this field. Suggestions
were made that better results could have been obtained by including a
variable for rainfall deficiency. These data were not available in the
broadsheets but we should like to suggest that in future it would perhaps
be helpful to collect such data if further use of this technique is to be
made. A suggestion was also made that variety of bush might prove to be
an important variable. We would suggest that this variable should also
be tried. We did not ourselves have sufficient time to pursue this
possibility.

We have tried to estimate the production function for blackcurrants
in their first four cropping years, and suggest that this should be extended
to cover all cropping ages.

3.7 We would finally suggest that the collection of information concerning
variables which have been shown to be only very slightly related to variations
in crop yields, as was the case, for example, with crop protection spraying,
pruning and roguing, should be discarded. It is further suggested that the
resources freed as a consequence of this should be re-directed to obtaining
data which has not hitherto been available but which might add significantly
to our knowledge of the factors determining yield.

3.8 The results obtained above would appear to suggest that items like
pruning and crop protection spraying are entirely unnecessary in the production
of blackcurrants, for their effect on yield was shown to be not significantly
greater than zero. This conclusion conflicts with the knowledge gained from
our visits to various blackcurrant growers. What we have seen and heard
suggests that such items as those which have been rejected, especially pruning,
do play some part in determining yield. How then can this discrepancy be
explained?

We would suggest that one may assume that pruning is a very necessary
operation, i.e. one must do some pruning to get a good yield, and that the
data we have used showed that growers were pruning on a level which gave them
their maximum yield. Hence a grower who prunes twice as much as his
neighbour, would not get a greater yield. We therefore feel justified in
stating that pruning and other rejected variables had an insignificant effect
on yield in the data studied, not because these operations were entirely
useless, but because they were already giving their maximum returns.

To the question of how much pruning etc. is really necessary, we can give
no definite answer, for this depends on the conditions on each particular
farm. 1111 we can do is to state in vague terms that we feel that the costs
of some of these inputs, especially that of pruning could be reduced, without
any adverse effect on yield. We would finally suggest that this data
concerning the rejected variables does not thaw enough information to justify
its cost of collection.

11.
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APPENDIX

In order to use the equation 9. = zb + u in least squares regression we
must assume:

(I) That E (U) = 0

(2) That E (UU') = ior
2 
where E (UU') is the expected value of the covariance

variance matrix of the errors.

It can be assumed from this that U is distributed independently over
time and has no serial correlation, and also that it has a constant

variance 1
-2

(3) Z. are random vectors which are jointly distributed independently of U.

Hence treat Z. as fixed. But note that one cannot always assume that

d U are uncorrelated.-1 -

00 Matrix Z has rank k (n,,,k), and that the k determining variables are
linearly independent so that the estimates of the partial regression
coefficients have unique values.

The regression is worked on the principle of minimising the sum of
squared deviations between the observed values of y and the corresponding
estimated values of y. That is to say minimise the error u.

2
u. = u u f2)1(Z:

=

= b'z'y ylzb + bizlzb

= 2blzty + b'zlzb

The minimum value of this is found by partially differentiating the above
w.r.t.b and equating to zero

••• b(2.'11.) =

b

• • zly = z'zb

2z'y + 2ztzb = 0

b = (z'zrizty

The Doolittle method is one computational method of solving the above
equation by applying the following elementary operations to the system of
equations:

the equations can be written in a different order.

any equation can be multiplied by any non-zero scaler.

any multiple of one equation may added to any multiple of another
equation, as long as the multiplicand is non-zero.

None of these elementary operations affect the solution of the system,
see Allen's Mathematical Economics (1).



The Doolittle Method

• The first computational step for any method is to calculate the moments
of variables being analysed. For an equation of the form

the relevant moments are:

Y = a 1: b.z. u
11

1=1

( -\2 2 -2
myy = Ort Y) = E: y - Ty

t = 1 t = 1

m = E (yt S'r)z.y zit 
1)I t = I

= E ytzit Ti (1,j
t = 1

1,011060n)

m
z.z. 

= 1: (z. .1z*. ) (z. Z. ) = E z.
I 
z.It It jt jt t jt j

t = 1

which enables the sums of products and squares to
deviations from sample means, by calculating only
zero and the means.

The original observations are then listed in
column headed 'V contains the row sums of each of
for checking purposes.

wt, = Yt zit + .""znt

be calculated in terms of
the ordinary moments about

columns as in Table 1. The
the variables and is used

T T T
The first step is to compute columatotals i: y

' E z. and i:t It tt = 1 t = 1 t = 1

The check is provided by

LW
t = 1 Le

= E Et = 1Yt  
zlt=

21
znt

t = 1

The next step is to calculate the sums of squares and cross products
of all variables, or the elements of the matrix of moments in terms of
deviations from a zero origin, as shown by Table 2/.

It should be noticed that every entry below the main diagonal has an
equal counterpart above the main diagonal; thus the elements below the main
diagonal need not be written into the table.

The final step in obtaining the moment matrix to be used for estimation
of parameters is to convert the sums of squares and cross products in terms of
deviations from a zero origin to the same set of sums in terms of deviations
from the sample means, as set out in Table 3.6.. The matrix is also symmetrical,
the terms below the diagonal each having an equal counterpart above the diagonal*

The fundamental mathematical operation in obtaining estimates of parameters
of a single linear equation (linear in the parameters) is to solve a set of
simultaneous linear equations. The least squares theory leads to a set of
equations in which the numerical coefficients of the unknowns form a symmetrical
square array, the matrix of moments of mean deviations.

The details underlying the outline follow. The first four rows and
columns contain the coefficients of the least squares estimating equations, the
sums of squares and cross products of z z

2' 
z3 and z4.. 

Along each raw between



the fourth and fifth columns it is understood. that an equals sign belongs there
since we are at all times dealing with equations in this outline. The first of
such equations is

which we put as

m
z 
b
i 
+m b

2 
+m b

3 
+m b =m

zz y
1 1

z 
2 

z 
1
z 
3 

z 
1
z 
 1

zi zi z1 z2 z1 z3 z1 z4• zi

in the first raw and first five columns of our outline form. The same
meaning is attached to the next three rows. After the first five columns
appears the diagonal matrix

1000

0100

0010

0001

in the next four columns and in the first four rows. These numbers are
introduced for the purpose of obtaining the inverse moment matrix which
will satisfy:

Z1 Z1 Z1 Z2 Z1 Z3 Z1 Z14.

z1z2 
z2z2 

z2z3 
z2z4.

z
3
z
3 

z
3
z2.ziz3 

z2z3

z4. z2z4.

mi2
m
13 m

14-

m
12

m
22

m
23

m224-

m13 m
23 

m m34

m14- m
24_ m34- m44

=I4,24.

In the outline form, the elements of each column after the fifth are
successively put equal to the expression implied by the first four columns.
Thus we imply the equations

i
14.

m m +m m
i 2 
+m m

l 3 
+m m - 1

Z1 
z1 z1 z 2 zi z3 zi

then

12 22 24 ,
m m+m m +m m

23
+m m =u

zi zi zi z2 zi z3 z4.

24-m m
i 3 +m m

23 
+m m33 +m m = 0

3 i zzi zi zi z2 z zi z14.

m m14. + m m
24. 

+ m m34. LA-+ m m = 0
zizi ziz2 zi z3 Z1 

z14

Similar equations follow involving the other rows of the moment matrix and
the same set of unknowns, the elements of the inverse matrix. The set of
equations implied by the layout of the Doolittle calculations are identical
with those implied by the matrix product written below.

-1M M = I
-ZZ-*ZZ

111



Explanation of Table 4A

The .fifth row merely copies the first row. In row 6 we divide each

element of 5 by the leading term of 5. This is an operation which is

repeated at each stage of the procedure. The instructions for row 7 read

" 2 - 1i5". By this we mean that we select an element in the second row

and subtract A times and element of the fifth row from it. The elements

from the second and fifth rows always refer to the same column.

The row sum of all but the final element in 7 should be the same as the

final checking element. This operation is repeated for each column including

the check column. The correct entry in the first column of row 7 is exactly

zero; therefore it is omitted. This is true of all entries below and to the

left of the unit entries in rows 6 - 12. In raw 8 we write the quotients of

the values of 7 divided by the leading non-zero term. The instruction for 9

are •to to select an element of row 3 and subtract from it B times an element

of row 5, same column, and subtract again C times an element of row 7,
same column. The entry in the check column should agree with the sum of the

other entries in the ninth row. In 10, we divide the elements of 9 by the

leading term and in 11 repeat operations analogous to those of 7 and 9.

After having divided by the leading term in 12, we read according to our

understanding about the equals sign.

1.0104 = entry in column 5 row 12

therefore this entry is our estimate of b4. b
4. 

The next four entries in

row 12 are the elements of the fourth column of the inverse moment matrix.

Row 10 enables us to read

A
1.0b

3 
4. Fb = entry in column 5 row 10

which gives us b3 
the value of the only unknown quantity in this equation.

This step is part of the "back solution". The remaining steps of the back

solution are obvious from row 8 and row 6. The values of the estimated

parameters obtained in the back solution should be checked by insertion into

the original equations to see that all four are simultaneously satisfied,

by the 'b estimates.

The elements of the inverse moment matrix m
ij 

are obtained by repetitions

of the back solution. The entries in row 12, columns 6 - 9 are the elements

of the last column (or last row) of the inverse moment matrix. To get the

other elements of the first row we solve successively

1.0m
13 

+ Fmilf = entry in column 6 row 10

1.0m
12 

+ Cul
p 4- Enal4 = entry in column 6 row 8

1.0m11 hall 2 + Bm13 + Dm124. = entry in column 6 row 6

We next use columns 7, 8 and 9 in place of 6 to determine the second,

third, and fourth rows of the inverse matrix. If the original moment matrix

is symmetrical, then the inverse matrix is symmetrical; hence we need not

calculate all the elements of the inverse. In each row after the first, the

elements are to be calculated to one position to the left of the diagonal term.

The left element is then compared with its equal on the other side of the

diagonal, and a complete check of the inverse calculations is provided in thi
s

way except for m which should be checked by recomputation. Another and

more laborious check would be to multiply the moment matrix by its inverse.

The matrix product if correct, will give the unit matrix.

Formulas for the correlation coefficient R and. the estimate of oru (=S)

are given below the Doolittle solution. R and S are statistics which have

been corrected as indicated for the degrees of freedom used up in calculati
ng

. The standard errors of the estimated coefficients are denoted by the

symbol S.

iv
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Midland
& West

East

South

Code

8C
2B
120
4.9
3oD
6D
23
31D
10B
13
1
96C
924.0
14.0
96A
95B
21B

89B
54B
61C
45E
44B
76
89C
74.
61D
56
59B
45F
77
83
55
88B
45H
4.5G

29B
17B
84
25c
20C
25D
17C

EIV

TABLE 1

3.50
1.23
1.00
2.43
1.21
1.13
.36
.60
1.09
1.22
.90
.73
1.00
.44
.66
.82
.13

1.81
2,42
1.49
1.02
1.38
.67
1.17
1.16
1.44
1.12
.15
2.03
1.26
1.34.
2.00
1.80
1.74.
.04

1.23
2.43
1.33
3.51
2.70
3.16
1.05

z,

44.46
20.77
24.73
16.14
38.67
17.66
12.96
10.06
22.11
6.22
9.99
11.30
5.92
14.88
12.42
17.83
11.25

22.42
76.76
29.90
16.89
15.65
9.98
18.05
)'
25.30
9.52
8.69
24.11
8.76
55.86
31.41
10.59
14.51
12.40

18.10
26.46
25.64_
30.26
21.38
29.81
31.62

52

11.73
12.37
7.52
4.03
8.12
7.12
1.82
3.10
8.05
7.01
3.32
2.36

10.58
2.36
2.60
4.30

4.93
3.04-
1.76
5.95
3.24
2.42
5.23

1.76
7.16
1.70
7.24
4,08
5.72+

4..87
8.55
4.13

6.96
9.32
4.42
6.51
6.44
6.58
7.58

15.92
3.20
7.82
1.56
5.48
3.60
0
1.40
3.16
1.88
.64
.39
0

.32

.43
1.79

7.64.
8.73

3.53
2.76
6.56
7.38
.94

2.95
1.90

.21
11.06
0
0
.64.
,76

3.85
4.15
4..79
3.61
7.2+9
1.87
2.58

5_ 
i

.) i. 
524..

I
I
i

56.75
41.75
21.58
25.18
9.37

16.94
8.33
11.74.
41.18
8.90
18.44
4.04.
11.52
19.57
7.51

17.23
10.18

22.62
18.05
20647
20.26
30.35
15.49
19.51
9.39
12.20
20.0
3.57
26.53
20.16
55.38
18.40
3.57
28.78
15.94

26.08
19.24
41.28
41.23
36.19
30.35
10.72

132.36
79.3279.32
62.65
49.32+
62.85
46.45
23.47
26.90
75.59
25.23
33.29
18.82
29.02
37.25
23.91
40.61
26.79

59.42
109.00
53.62
47.65
53.38
35.12
51.34
56.23
40.70
0.78
16.01
59.91
34.47
129.38
51.81
20.83
54.22
33.27

56.22
61.60
77.46
85.12
74.20
71,77
53.55

2220.91

Y = yield, 1960/1

z = labour costs, 1960/1

z2 = material costs of crop protection spraying, 1960/1

53 = pruning costs, 1959/60

= fertiliser costs, half applied 1960/1 4. half applied (1959/60 19.58/9)



TABLE 2

z
1

z2 VT

y 108.7058

ZI

2

1500.5077

28206.8408

338. 7206 228 . 07624_

4858 . 7256 3983 .464/4.

•

14.82. 40014-

22517 .4-779

1506.4.180 825 .5594. 524-35.5147

Z3 912 . 7805 3897 . 8081

4.

Vi

26026.0132

4.932441 . 2281

TABLE 3

z
1 2 3 L.

VI

28 .8932 237.5551 36.2198 4.7.5058 224.6 . 7100

z
1

8221.4.180 71.8722 1126. 0826

2

3

z24.

359 . 8810 168 .1652

504..24.76

2963.5505

751.9939

1102 .1117

6894.1984_

TABLE 2A

z 1

-sa-fre,mainn-amuisir

.•y2

0

E yz1 Yz 2 .

z3

E yz3

-

E 
yz4-

VT

...119MINIMIAIMat.11171•P

z
1

z2

z2 z3 E z4.

3

4.

2
z2 E z2z3

z 2 7'4

2Z3

2

VT E w2

z
1

TABLE 3A

z2

rn
yz 2

3
z4. VT

Ifl yz3 yz24.

z 1 z2
InZ z.

1 3

z2

3

24-

VT

••••••••••••

In

'2z3

Inz3,4.

In
Z4.Z24.

E y

z

z
1

z2

57.90

916.18

219.44

130 . 99

896.40

2220.91

z
1

OR*

2

3

z4.

1.3785

21.8138

5 . 2248

3 .1188

21.3429

52 .8788

4.2

4-2

22

4.2

4.2

4.2



TABLE 4.

z
1

z
2 3 4.

8221.4.810 71.8722 1126.0826 2963.5505 237.5551

(2) 359.8810 168.1652 751.9939 36.2198

(3) 504..2507 1102.1117 47.5058

,IN11101.VIIIMOML

0 0
1

0 1

0 0 0

0 0 1 0

6894..1984. 246.7100 0 0 0

(5)
Copy (1)

8221.4810 71.8722 1126.0826 2963.5505 237.5551

(6)
Divide by
Leading Term

0.008742 0.13696

(7)
(2) - A(5)

(8)
Divide by
Leading Term

359.2527 158.3210

0.36046

726.0865

0.0288944 0.00012163

0

0

34..1431 -0.008742

0

1

0

0 0

0 0

O.))  0695

(9)
(3) - B(5)

C(7)

(10)
Divide by
Leading Term

280.2511

2.021102

376.2471

0.0950392 -0.000024.334 0.00278355 0 0

-0.13311

(a)
(4) - D(5)
E(7) - F(9)

(12)
Divide by
Leading Term

1111111.1111118.111.11W 

1.342535 -0.0027261 -0.0004.75

-0.4  0695

-0.001573 0.003568

0

0

3853.3517 93.7

1

-0.1632

0.024.3164./\b4.
-0.00004.2352

ra14-

-1.14-295 -1.34.25

-0.00037097

m

-0.00034839

m34

0.00025951

R2 = z.

YY

3.221a..
28.8932

. 0.4274.5

-2
R= I - (1 R2)  (T II= 1 -0.57255(41N= 0.36555

T - 5) 37)

-2S m (1 -
_a

(T-1 )

Sb 
= m S2

2
S1. = m

22 E2
2

. m33 
-s2

S
2
b
3

)  -2
=m S

a =

-2
R ) = 28.8932 x_0.63445

41

= 0.00009255

= 0.001792

= 0.0018045

= 0.00011603

0.4471

S=0.00962

S
b2 

.0.024-234

S
b3 

= 0.04.24.8

S
b24- 

= 0.01077

. 0.1156

(13)
Back
Solution

(14)
Back
Solution

0.0244359
b
1

0.000207

0.06148
b
2

-0.03537

3

0.0002957 -0.000532

0.0243164.
b
4

-0.000042352

(1.5
Back
Solution

0.004008 -0.001075 -0.00037097

(16)
Back
Solution

(17)
Back
Solution

0.004.036 -0.00034.839

0.00025951



TABLE 41.4.

^

(2)

( 3 )

z
1

z
1 
z
1

z
2

in
ziz2

Z3
14.

 ,mosaminmene. 

mz z3 in
z1 z4.

1 0 0

Ui
z2z2

(5)
copy (1)

(6)
Divide by
Leading Term

z
2
z
3

in

z2z/4.

inz3z3

0 1 0

0

0

in
Z;3 Z4 0 0

in
z4.z4.

in
z4.y

ziz2 
z1z3

in
Z1 

z4.

0 0

0

0

1 0 0

1

0

(7)
(2) - L(5)

in
ZI z

i

(8)
Divide by
Leading Term

(9)
(3) — B(5)

- C(7)

in

z2z2

""Aeln
z1

 
z2

in
z2z3

-A.m
ziz3

1 0

1
(E)

1

0 0

0 0

(l0)
Divide by
Leading Term

1
( F

(i )
- D(5) ,

E(7) - F(9)

(12)
Divide by
Leading Term

A
b -a14. m24- ra34- mi414-

1m 1 - moment matrix
U. Z.
3.

partial regression coefficients

m33 m31+

m1414-

•••....

R = Y. b. m
Z .

i = 1 131.

in
YY

e = 1 -(u- R2) T 1 
T

-2 (1 
-2

S = m R
VY
T

2 ii -2
S
b. 

= in S

A -
a = y b.z.

I a.
= 1

(13)
Back
Solution
6ki

(10
Back
Solution

(15)
Back
Solution

A
b
l

m
11

3

m
12 m 3

m
22 m23

A
b4.

m14'

(16)
Back
Solution

(17)
Back
Solution

lm - inverse moment matrix
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